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Tempered Experimental 
Ceramic [ mm - cm ]

Material: Clay, Hay

Morphology, Quantification

AIM: Thermic changes, Volume, 
Distribution, Fiber analysis, …

Oil Painting
[ nm - cm ]

Binder
Material
Distribution
Layering
Surfaces
Quantification

AIM: Understanding of the painting technique 
through layering (repaint, thickness), pigment 
distribution, brush strokes, … 

Morphological modifications[4]

Heliscan (Thermofisher Scientific); Voxel size 7 μm (binning 2); 120 kV; 130 μA

Framboidal 
Pyrite[2] [ nm - μm ]

Material: FeS2

Morphology
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SCAN PARAMETERS
Heliscan ThermoFisher Scientific

Trajectory Space-filling
Energy 120 kV
Current 130 μA
Exposure 2.099 s
Voxel size 7.1033 μm

Software VG Studio 3.5

 Segment and quantify residual organic matter from original voids and ceramic paste CHALLENGE

Capton 
disc

Aluminium 
bar

IMAGE and VOLUME CORRELATION

The ceramic was cut in two parts after the shaping guide:
To be fired and re-scanned
To transform in cross-sections for methods 
correlation (Green)

2.5 mm

HAY IDENTIFICATION
★ In 3D (Check slice from all XYZ axis)
★ By correlation with other visual methods

Only referring to a single CT slice   it is likely that 
the interpretation will be wrong on what is a hay twig or 
not.
The mixing of the hay and the ceramic paste as well as 
the drying can change the natural shape of the twig.
Broken, cut, flatten and twisted hay twigs occured.

Hay

VoidClay 
matrix

2.5 mm 8 mm

1 mm

PRIMARY CONCLUSIONS
1. The low contrast organic/air keeps challenging 

the segmentation algorithms. 
2. There is a lower amount of organic matter in 

Fired ceramic than in the Raw paste.
3. No clear difference was quantifiable between 

the two firing conditions, reductive and oxidative. 
4. The voids and organic residues after firing can 

help to assess the temper material used.

Further correlative measurements will refine these 
results.

LABORATORY X-RAY COMPUTED TOMOGRAPHY 
for CULTURAL and NATURAL HERITAGE
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OMCT CT
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CT data volume 
correlation 
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Computed Tomography (CT), 
Optical Microscope (OM),  
Scanning Electron Microscope 
(SEM) correlation

1
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Ceramic 
shaping  

Same 
Hay twig

7.5 mm

8 mm

Clay 
matrix
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HAY OBSERVATIONS
The hay degrades during the firing process of the 
ceramic and leaves residues of organic matter and 
specific shaped-voids. The residues encountered 
depends directly from the temperature and the 
oxygenation while the hay voids are relatively 
independent from the firing process.

QUANTIFICATION
Quantification of organic matter was done once from 
a specific volume (Cube) with segmented 
components Clay/Organic/Air and then from an 
extracted a Single twig. The mean wall thickness 
was similar (+/- 0.01 mm) between the volume and 
the twig analyses. The organic content OM/SEM is a 
calculation based on the 2D slice.

0.4 mmCT 3D

PAINTING  OBSERVATIONS
The hay degrades during the firing process of the 
ceramic and leaves residues of organic matter and 
specific shaped-voids. The residues encountered 
depends directly from the temperature and the 
oxygenation while the hay voids are relatively 
independent from the firing process.

QUANTIFICATION
Quantification of organic matter was done once 
from a specific volume (Cube) with segmented 
components Clay/Organic/Air and then from an 
extracted a Single twig. The mean wall thickness 
was similar (+/- 0.01 mm) between the volume and 
the twig analyses. The organic content OM/SEM is 
a calculation based on the 2D slice.

MICROFOSSILS OBSERVATIONS
The hay degrades during the firing process of the 
ceramic and leaves residues of organic matter and 
specific shaped-voids. The residues encountered 
depends directly from the temperature and the 
oxygenation while the hay voids are relatively 
independent from the firing process.

QUANTIFICATION
The chambers’ growth of the specimens is 
exponential. 

… To a comprehensive 
characterisation

X-ray computed tomography is a non-destructive and already 
proven method helpful for collections. Its use on smaller 
fragments is rare, although very interesting. Detection and 
determination of specific density- or morphology- related 
properties and the spatial distribution of micro- and 
nanostructures are important insights that X-ray tomography 
offers - at multiple length scales. The digital 3D model of the 
specimen helps in its preparation for other types of analysis 
(e.g., chemical). The tomographic data retains the structure of 
the specimen even after later destructive analysis and can be 
easily shared with the community for more open science.

Material and layering[1]

Nano3DX (Rigaku); Voxel size 1 μm (binning 2); 50 kV;  24 μA

Foraminifera
[ 100 - 300 μm ]

Material: Si, Ca

Morphology
Taphonomy
Pores, Bioerosion
Quantification

Microfossils[2]

Nano3DX (Rigaku); Voxel size 1 μm (binning 2); 50 kV;  24 μA

Single particles
Xradia NanoXCT-100 (Zeiss); Voxel size 65 nm (binning 1); 40 kV; 30 μA

AIM: Provenance, Taphonomy, 
Climate,  …

30 um0.1 mm

From a Fragment [nm - cm][1] …

300 um

300 um

2,5 um3.5 um

AIM: Provenance[3], Taphonomy, Climate, ...

Nannofossils[5]

[ 2 - 63 um ]
Material: Ca

Determination
Morphology

2 um

Computed tomography (CT) uses the density of the objects’ components to create 2D grey images reconstructed as a 3D volume. CT can be 
used for incredible images, but it has a richer variety of results possible continuously improving and increasing. Generally, the larger the 
sample, the lower the resolution. Therefore, the analysis of small fragments can give other information than a whole object.

Computed tomography (CT) for Natural and Cultural Heritage is becoming more and more used for whole objects, showing incredible images of 
the surface and the internal morphology of artefacts. CT systems use the density of the materials to create 2D images made of grey values. 
These images are reconstructed together to create a 3D volume of the object scanned. Though, CT has a richer variety of results than pure 
images. Indeed, X-ray computed tomography can be used for measurements (2D, 3D), features morphology, topology of (sub)surfaces, layer 
correlation, particles shape and distribution, component determination, porosity, cracks detection, past restoration, and the list is continuously 
improving and increasing. Correlation with acknowledged methods, such as optical and scanning electron microscope, is also strongly 
developing to verify some information, or enhance the interpretation. CT results observation and quantification are bound to the resolution and 
contrast of the data. These are related to the sample to be scanned (size, components), to the parameters of the device (detector-sample-X-ray 
distance), and finally to the volume reconstruction and filtering options (blur, alignment). Phase-contrast retrieval is one CT technique that 
enhances the contrast between the materials. It can be crucial for the visualisation of a painting canvas (organic fibres) and the painted layers 
(principally inorganic particles), for example. Generally, the larger the sample, the lower the resolution. Which is why the analysis of 
micro-samples can give other information than a whole object. The easier access to laboratory CT with resolution comparable to second 
generation synchrotron makes them also appealing. We would like to present studies of original paintings, archaeological ceramic and 
microfossils, showing the CT achievable results according to the type of sample correlated to the question related to each object. Paintings are 
mostly about layering, particles distribution and canvas, while archaeological ceramics temper and shaping methods. Finally, microfossils are 
about morphology, shape, bioerosion and comparison between specimens.

Optical Microscope; Scanning Electron Micr.


